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ABSTRACT

Despite the pursuit of quantum supremacy in various applications, the power of quantum computers in machine learning (such

as neural network models) has mostly remained unknown, primarily due to a missing link that effectively designs a neural

network model suitable for quantum circuit implementation. In this article, we present the first co-design framework, namely

QuantumFlow, to fixed the missing link. QuantumFlow consists of a novel quantum-friendly neural network (QF-Net) design, an

automatic tool (QF-Map) to generate the quantum circuit (QF-Circ) for QF-Net, and a theoretic-based execution engine (QF-FB)

to efficiently support the training of QF-Net on a classical computer. We discover that, in order to make full use of the strength

of quantum representation, data in QF-Net is best modeled as random variables rather than real numbers. Moreover, instead of

using the classical batch normalization (which is key to achieve high accuracy for deep neural networks), a quantum-aware

batch normalization method is proposed for QF-Net. Evaluation results show that QF-Net can achieve 97.01% accuracy in

distinguishing digits 3 and 6 in the widely used MNIST dataset, which is 14.55% higher than the state-of-the-art quantum-aware

implementation. A case study on a binary classification application is conducted. Running on IBM Quantum processor’s

“ibmq_essex” backend, a neural network designed by QuantumFlow can achieve 82% accuracy. To the best of our knowledge,

QuantumFlow is the first framework that co-designs both the machine learning model and its quantum circuit.

Introduction

In the past decade, deep neural networks1–3 have become

the mainstream machine learning models, and have achieved

consistent success in numerous of Artificial Intelligence appli-

cations, such as image classification4–7, object detection8–11,

and natural language processing12–14. The key factor is the sig-

nificantly improved prediction accuracy by making networks

deeper, known as deep learning; however, with the growing

depth of neural networks, the storage and computation require-

ment sharply increases15, which gradually becomes the perfor-

mance bottleneck in classical computers (e.g., the well-known

memory wall issues16). Among all computing platforms, the

quantum computer is one of the most promising ones to ad-

dress such challenges17, 18 to act as a quantum accelerator for

deep neural networks19–21. Unlike classical computers with

N digit bits to represent 1 N-bit number at one time, quantum

computers with M qbits can represent 2M M-bit numbers and

manipulate them at the same time22. Recently, a machine

learning programming framework, TensorFlow Quantum, has

been proposed for quantum computer23; however, how to ex-

ploit the power of quantum computing in deep learning is still

remained unknown.

One of the most challenging obstacles to implementing

deep learning algorithms on a quantum computer is the miss-

ing link between the designs of the neural networks and the

corresponding quantum circuits. The existing works sepa-

rately design neural network and quantum circuits from two

directions. The first direction is to map the existing neural net-

works designed for classical computers to quantum circuits;

for instance, recent works24–27 map McCulloch-Pitts (MCP)

neurons28 onto quantum circuits. Such an approach can take

full use of the traditional innovations in machine learning

(e.g., the stochastic gradient descent in training model), but

has difficulties in consistently mapping the trained model to

quantum circuits. For example, it needs a large number of

qbits to realize the multiplication of real numbers. To over-

come this problem, some existing works24–27 assume binary

representation (i.e., “-1” and “+1”) of activation, which can-

not well represent data as seen in modern machine learning

applications. For instance, in computer vision related appli-

cations, data in images are commonly represented as real

numbers. In addition, some typical operations in machine

learning algorithms cannot be implemented on quantum cir-

cuits, leading to inconsistency. For example, to enable deep

learning, batch normalization is a key step in a deep neural

network to improve the training speed, model performance,

and stability; however, directly conducting normalization on

the output qbit (say normalizing the qbit with maximum prob-

ability to probability of 100%) is equivalent to reset a qbit

without measurement, which is simply impossible. In con-

sequence, batch normalization is not applied in the existing

multi-layer network implementation25.
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Figure 1. QuantumFlow, an end-to-end co-design framework, provides a missing link between machine learning and quantum

circuit designs, which consists of: (a) four sub-components QF-Net, QF-FB, QF-Circ, QF-Map that work collaboratively to

design neural network and quantum implementations; (b) a data representation of data sample (e.g., from the MNIST dataset)

using random variables following a two-point distribution; (c) a quantum-friendly neural network with batch normalization.

The other direction is to design neural networks dedicated

to quantum computers, like the tree tensor network (TTN)29, 30.

Such an approach has the potential to exploit quantum advan-

tages but suffers from scalability problems. More specifically,

it lacks the efficient forward/backward propagation procedure

on classical computers, leading to a 2-layer neural network

to take hundreds of CPU days to train a model. As such, it is

simply intolerant for training a larger network, which limits

the scale of networks. The effectiveness of machine learn-

ing algorithms is based on a trained model via the forward

and backward propagation on large training sets. However, it

is too costly to directly train one network by applying thou-

sands of times forward and backward propagation on quantum

computers; in particular, there are limited available quantum

computers for public access at the current stage. An alterna-

tive way is to run a quantum simulator on a classical computer

for training the models for quantum circuits, but the time

complexity of quantum simulation is O(2m), where m is the

number of qbits. This significantly restricts the trainable net-

work size for quantum circuits.

To address all the above obstacles, we claim that it is de-

manded to take quantum circuit implementation into consider-

ation when designing neural networks. This paper proposes

the first co-design framework, namely QuantumFlow, where

four sub-components (QF-Net, QF-FB, QF-Circ, and QF-

Map) work collaboratively to design a neural network and

implement it to a quantum computer, as shown in Figure 1(a).

QF-Net is a novel quantum-friendly neural network. In QF-

Net, we discover that to take full advantage of the quantum

representation, the data in a neural network, instead of being

treated as real numbers, are best modeled as random vari-

ables following a two-point distribution as shown in Figure

1(b). Neural Computation (NC), one key operation in QF-

Net, is designed based on such converted random variables.

QF-Net also integrates a quantum-friendly batch normaliza-

tion (BN) as shown in Figure 1(c). It includes additional

parameters to normalize the output of a neuron, which are

tuned during the training phase. To support both the infer-

ence and training of QF-Net, we further develop QF-FB, a

forward/backward propagation engine for QF-Net. When

QF-FB is integrated into PyTorch to conduct inference and

training of QF-Net on classical computers, we denote it as

QF-FB(C), whose design is based on the probability theory.

QF-FB(C) is efficient for both inference and training. QF-

FB can also be executed on a quantum computer or a quantum

simulator. Based on Qiskit Aer simulator, we implement

QF-FB(Q) for inference with or without error models.

For each operation in QF-Net (e.g., neural computation

and batch normalization), a corresponding quantum circuit

is designed in QF-Circ. In neural computation, an encoder

is involved to encode the inputs and weights. The output

will be sent to the batch normalization which involves addi-

tional control qbits to adjust the probability of a given qbit

to be ranged from 0 to 1. Based on QF-Net and QF-Circ,

QF-Map is an automatic tool to conduct (1) network-to-circuit

mapping (from QF-Net to QF-Circ); (2) virtual-to-physic map-

ping (from virtual qbits in QF-Circ to physic qbits in quantum

processors). Network-to-circuit mapping guarantees the con-

sistency between QF-Net and QF-Circ with or without internal

measurement; while virtual-to-physic mapping is based on

Qiskit with the consideration of error rates.

As a whole, given a dataset, QuantumFlow can design

and train a quantum-friendly machine learning model and

automatically generate the corresponding quantum circuit.

The proposed co-design framework is evaluated on the IBM

Qikist Aer simulator and IBM Quantum Processors.

Results

This section presents the evaluation results of all four sub-

components in QuantumFlow. We first evaluate the effec-

tiveness of QF-Net on the commonly used MNIST dataset31

for the classification task. Then, we show the consistency

between QF-FB(C) on classical computers and QF-FB(Q) on

the Qiskit Aer simulator. We finally conduct an end-to-end

case study on a binary classification test case on IBM quantum

processors to test QF-Circ and QF-Map.
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Figure 2. QF-Net achieves state-of-the-art accuracy in im-

age classifications on sub-datasets of MNIST: {3,6}, {3,8},

{1,3,6}. We employ a neural network with two hidden layers,

where the first hidden layer contains 4 neurons for {3,6}/{3,8}

and 8 neurons for {1,3,6}; and the second hidden layer con-

tains 2 neurons for {3,6}/{3,8} and 3 neurons for {1,3,6}.

QF-Net Achieves High Accuracy on MNIST
Figure 2 reports the results of different approaches for the clas-

sification of handwritten digits on the commonly used MNIST

dataset31. Results clearly show that with the same network

structure (i.e., the same number of layers and the same number

of neurons in each layer), the proposed QF-Net can achieve the

highest accuracy than the existing models: (i) multi-level per-

ceptron (MLP) with binary weights for the classical computer,

denoted as MLP(C); (ii) MLP with binary inputs and weights

designed for the classical computer, denoted as binMLP(C);

and (iii) a state-of-the-art quantum-aware neural network with

binary inputs and weights25, denoted as FFNN(Q).

In the experiments, for each network, we have two im-

plementations: one with batch normalization (w/ BN) and

one without batch normalization (w/o BN). Kindly note that

FFNN25 does not consider batch normalization between lay-

ers. To show the benefits and generality of our newly pro-

posed BN for improving the quantum circuits’ accuracy, we

add that same functionality to FFNN for comparison. From

the results, we can see that the proposed “QF-Net w/ BN”

(abbr. QF-Net_BN) achieves the highest accuracy among all

networks (even higher than MLP running on classical com-

puters). Specifically, for the dataset of {3,6}, the accuracy of

QF-Net_BN is 97.01%, achieving 1.84% and 14.55% higher

accuracy gain against MLP(C) and FFNN(Q), respectively.

Similar improvements are also achieved for QF-Net_BN on

the dataset {3,8}. Because of the similarity of 3 and 8, QF-

Net_BN only achieves an accuracy of 86.95%, but it is still

the best accuracy among all networks. The above results vali-

date that the proposed QF-Net has a great potential in solving

machine learning problems and our co-design framework is

effective to design a quantum network with high accuracy.

Furthermore, we have an interesting observation for our

proposed batch normalization (BN). For all test cases, BN

helps to improve the accuracy of QF-Net, and the most signif-

icant improvement is observed for dataset {1,3,6}, from less

than 60% to 87.08%. Interestingly, BN also helps to improve

MLP(C) accuracy significantly for dataset {1,3,6} (from less

Table 1. Inference accuracy and efficiency comparison be-

tween QF-FB(C) and QF-FB(Q) on MNIST dataset to show

the consistency of implementations of QF-Net on classical

computers and quantum computers.

dataset

Qbits (Neurons) Accuracy Elapsed Time (CPU Time)

L1 L2 QF-FB(C) QF-FB(Q) Diff. QF-FB(C) QF-FB(Q) Diff.

{3,6} 28(4) 12(2) 97.10% 95.53% 1.57% 5.13S 2,555H 1.79×106

{3,8} 28(4) 12(2) 86.84% 83.59% 3.25% 5.59S 2,631H 1.69×106

{1,3,6} 28(8) 18(3) 87.91% 81.99% 5.92% 15.89S 14,650H 3.32×106

than 60% to 81.99%), with a slight accuracy improvement

for dataset {3,6} and a slight accuracy drop for dataset {3,8}.

This shows that the importance of batch normalization in im-

proving model performance and the proposed BN is definitely

useful for quantum neural networks.

QF-FB(C) and QF-FB(Q) are Consistent

Next, we evaluate the results of QF-FB(C) for QF-Net on

classical computers, and that of QF-FB(Q) for the quantum

circuit QF-Circ built upon QF-Net via QF-Map. Table 1 re-

ports the comparison results in accuracy and elapsed time,

where results under Column QF-FB(C) are the golden results.

Because of the limitation of Qiskit Aer (whose backend is

“ibmq_qasm_simulator”) used in QF-FB(Q) that can maxi-

mally support 32 qbits, we have to measure the results after

each neuron. Specifically, in the first hidden layer, it needs 23

qbits (16 input qbits, 4 encoding qbits, and 3 auxiliary qbits)

for neural computation and 4 qbits for batch normalization,

and 1 output qbit; as a result, it requires 28 qbits in total. To

add a new neuron, it requires the additional 8 qbits for encod-

ing and batch normalization, which exceeds the limitation of

32 qbit for implementing two neurons on one circuit. In con-

sequence, we repeatedly simulate each neuron in QF-Net and

forward the output of neurons to the next layer. The number of

qbits used for each hidden layer (“L1” and “L2”) is reported

in column “Qbits”, where numbers in parenthesis indicate the

number of neurons in a hidden layer.

Column “Accuracy” in Table 1 reports the accuracy com-

parison. We can see that there is a small difference between

QF-FB(C) and QF-FB(Q). Specifically, the results obtained

by QF-FB(C) have slightly higher accuracy over QF-FB(Q).

This is because Qiskit Aer simulation used in QF-FB(Q) is

based on the Monte Carlo method, and the output probability

of different neurons may quite close for some cases, leading

deviations. Another potential issue is that the trained model

is based on QF-FB; however, as will be shown later, it is not

practical to employ Qiskit Aer for training due to large elapsed

time. The above results demonstrate QF-Net can be consis-

tently implemented on classical and quantum computers.

Column “Elapsed Time” in Table 1 demonstrates the effi-

ciency of QF-FB. The elapsed time is the inference time (i.e.,

forward propagation), used for executing all images in the test

datasets, including 1968, 1983, and 3102 images for {3,6},
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Figure 3. Output probability comparison on QF-FB(C),

QF-FB(Q)-ideal assuming perfect qbits, QF-FB(Q)-noise ap-

plying noise model for “ibm_armonk” backend, and results

of circuit design (“design 4”) in Figure 4(d) on “ibm_armonk”

backend on IBM quantum processor.

{3,8}, and {1,3,6}, respectively. As we can see from the table,

QF-FB(Q) takes over 2,500 Hours for classifying 2 digits and

14,000 Hours for classifying 3 digits, while QF-FB(C) only

takes less than 16 seconds for all datasets. The speedup is

more than six orders of magnitude larger (i.e., 106×). This

verifies that QF-FB can provide an efficient forward propaga-

tion procedure to support the lengthy training of QF-Net.

In Figure 3, we further verify the accuracy of QF-FB by con-

ducting a comparison for design 4 in Figure 4(d) on IBM quan-

tum processor with “ibm_armonk” backend. Kindly note that

different backends are selected by QF-Map. For QF-FB(Q),

we have two configurations: (1) QF-FB(Q)-ideal assuming

perfect qbits; (2) QF-FB(Q)-noise with error models derived

from “ibm_armonk”. We launch either simulation or execu-

tion for respective approaches for 10 times, each of which is

represented by a dot in Figure 3. We observe that the results

of QF-FB(Q)-ideal are distributed around that generated by

QF-FB(C) within 1% deviation; while QF-FB(Q)-noise ob-

tains similar results of that on the IBM quantum processor.

These results verify that the QF-Net on the classical computer

can achieve consistent results with that of QF-Circ deployed

on a quantum computer with perfect qbits.

QF-Circ and QF-Map on IBM Quantum Processor

This subsection further evaluates the efficacy of Quantum-

Flow on IBM Quantum Processors. We first show the impor-

tance of quantum circuit optimization in QF-Circ to minimize

the number of required qbits. Based on the optimized circuit

design, we then deploy a 2-input binary classifier on IBM

quantum processors.

Figure 4 demonstrates the optimization of a 2-input neuron

step by step. All quantum circuits in Figures 4(a)-(d) achieve

the same functionality, but with a different number of required

qbits. The equivalency of all designs will be demonstrated

in the Supplementary Information. Design 1 in Figure 4(a)

is directly derived from the design methodology presented in

Methods section. To optimize the circuit using fewer qbits,

we first convert it to the circuit in Figure 4(b), denoted as

design 2. Since there is only one controlled-Z gate from qbit

I0 to qbit E/O, we can merge these two qbits, and obtain

E/O
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Figure 4. Evaluation of the quantum circuits for a two-input

neural computation, where weights are {-1,+1}: (a) design

1: original neural computation design; (b-d) three optimized

designs (design 2-4), based on design 1; (e) the deviation

of design 1-4 obtained from “ibm_velencia” backend IBM

quantum processor, using QF-FB(C) as golden results.

an optimized design in Figure 4(c) with 2 qbits, denoted as

design 3. The circuit can be further optimized to use 1 qbit,

as shown in Figure 4(d), denoted as design 4. The function f

in design 4 is defined as follows:

f (α,β ) = 2 ·arcsin(
√

x+ y−2 · x · y), (1)

where x = sin2 α
2

, y = sin2 β
2

, representing input probabilities.

To compare these designs, we deploy them onto IBM Quan-

tum Processors, where “ibm_velencia” backend is selected

by QF-Map. In the experiments, we use the results from QF-

FB(C) as the golden results. Figure 4(e) reports the deviations

of all designs against the golden results. The results clearly

show that design 4 is more robust than others, because it uses

fewer qbits in the circuit. Specifically, the deviation of design

4 against golden results is always less than 5%, while reaching

up to 13% for design 1. In the following experiments, design

4 is applied in QF-Circ.

Next, we are ready to introduce the case study on an end-

to-end binary classification problem as shown in Figure 5.

In this case study, we train the QF-Net based on QF-FB(C).

Then, the tuned parameters are applied to generate QF-Circ.

Finally, QF-Map optimizes the deployment of QF-Circ to

IBM quantum processor, selecting the “ibmq_essex” backend.

The classification problem is illustrated in Figure 5(a),

which is a binary classification problem (two classes) with

two inputs: x and y. For instance, if x = 0.2 and y = 0.6, it

indicates class 0. The QF-Net, QF-Circ, and QF-Map are

demonstrated in Figure 5(b)-(d). First, Figure 5(b) shows that

QF-Net consists of one hidden layer with one 2-input neuron

and batch normalization. The output is the probability p0

of class 0. Specifically, an input is recognized as class 0 if

p0 ≥ 0.5; otherwise it is identified as class 1.
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Figure 5. Results of a binary classification case study on IBM quantum processor of “ibmq_essex” backend: (a) binary

classification with two inputs “x” and “y”; (b) QF-Net with trained parameters; (c) QF-Circ derived from the trained QF-Net;

(d) the virtual-to-physic mapping obtained by QF-Map upon “ibmq_essex” quantum processor; (e) QF-FB(C) achieves 100%

accuracy; (f) QF-FB(Q) achieves 98% accuracy where 2 marked error cases having probability deviation within 0.6% ; (g)

results on “ibmq_essex” using the default mapping, achieving 68% accuracy; (h) results obtained by “ibmq_essex” with the

mapping in (d), achieving 82% accuracy; shots number in all tests is set as 8,192.

The quantum circuit QF-Circ of the above QF-Net is

shown in Figure 5(c). The circuit is composed of three

parts, (1) neural computation, (2) batch_adj in batch nor-

malization, and (3) indiv_adj in batch normalization. The

neural computation is based on design 4 as shown in Fig-

ure 4(d). The parameter of Y gate in neural computation

at qbit q0 is determined by the inputs x and y. Specifically,

f (x,y) = 2 ·arcsin(
√

x+ y−2 · x · y), as shown in Formula 1.

Then, batch normalization is implemented in two steps, where

qbits q2 and q4 are initialized according to the trained BN

parameters. During the process, q1 holds the intermediate

results after batch_adj, and q3 holds the final results after

indiv_adj. Finally, we measure the output on qbit q3
1.

After building QF-Circ, the next step is to map qbits from

the designed circuit to the physic qbits on the quantum pro-

cessor, and this is achieved through our QF-Map. In this

experiment, QF-Map selects “ibm_essex” as backend with its

physical properties shown in Figure 5(d), where error rates of

each qbit and each connection are illustrated by different col-

ors. By following the rules as defined by QF-Map (see Method

section), we obtain the physically mapped QF-Circ shown

1A Quirk-based example of inputs 0.2 and 0.6 leading to f (x,y) =
1.6910 can be accessed by https://wjiang.nd.edu/quirk_0_2_

0_6.html, which is accessible at 06-19-2020. The output probability of

60.3% is larger than 50%, implying the inputs belong to class 0.

in Figure 5(d). For example, the input q0 is mapped to the

physical qbit labeled as 4.

After QuantumFlow goes through all the steps from in-

put data to the physic quantum processor, we can perform

inference on the quantum computer. In this experiments,

we test 100 combinations of inputs from 〈x,y〉 = 〈0.1,0.1〉
to 〈x,y〉 = 〈1.0,1.0〉. First, we obtain the results using QF-

FB(C) as golden results and QF-FB(Q) as quantum simulation

assuming perfect qbits, which are reported in Figure 5(e) and

(f), achieving 100% and 98% prediction accuracy. The results

verify the correctness of the proposed QF-Net. Second, the

results obtained on quantum processors are shown in Figure

5(h), which achieves 82% accuracy in prediction. For com-

parison, in Figure 5(g), we also show the results obtained by

using the default mapping algorithm in IBM Qiskit, whose

accuracy is only 68%. This result demonstrates the value

of QF-Map in further improving the physically achievable

accuracy on a physical quantum processor with errors.

Discussion

In summary, we propose an integrated QuantumFlow frame-

work to co-design the machine learning models and quantum

circuits. A novel quantum-aware QF-Net is first designed.

Then an accurate and efficient inference engine, QF-FB, is
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proposed to enable the training of QF-Net on classical comput-

ers. Based on QF-Net and the training results, the QF-Circ can

automatically generate and optimize a corresponding quan-

tum circuit. Finally, QF-Map will map QF-Circ to a quantum

processor with the consideration of error rates of qbits.

Neural computation is one key component in Quantum-

Flow to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy. We show that the

existing quantum-aware neural network25 that interprets in-

puts as the binary form will degrade the network accuracy as

shown in Figure 2. To address this problem, QF-Net models

real number inputs as random variables following a two-point

distribution. Details will be introduced in the next section.

Batch normalization is another key technique in improving

accuracy, particularly when the network grows deeper. This

can be seen from the results in Figure 2. One main reason

is that the data passing a nonlinear function y2 will lead to

outputs that are significantly shrunken to a small range around

0 for real number representation and 1/m for a two-point

distribution representation, where m is the number of inputs.

Unlike the straightforward way of doing normalization on

classical computers, it is non-trivial to normalize a set of qbits.

Innovations are made in QuantumFlow to design a quantum-

friendly batch normalization.

We have experimentally tested the QuantumFlow on a 32-

qbit Qiskit Aer simulator and a 5-qbit IBM quantum processor

based on superconducting technology. We show that the pro-

posed quantum oriented machine learning model QF-Net can

obtain state-of-the-art accuracy on the MNIST dataset. It can

even outperform the conventional model on a similar scale for

the classical computer. For the experiments on IBM quantum

processors, we demonstrate that, even with the high error rates

of the current quantum processor, QF-Net can be applied to

classification tasks with high accuracy.

In order to accelerate the QF-FB on classical computers to

support training, we make the assumptions that the perfect

qbits are used. This enables us to apply theoretic formulations

to accelerate the simulation process; however, it leads to some

error in predicting the outputs of its corresponding deployment

on a physical quantum processor with high error rates (such

as the current IBM quantum processor with error rates in the

range of 10−2). However, we do not deem this as a drawback

of our approach, rather this is an inherent problem of the

current physical implementation of quantum processors. As

the error rates get smaller with future quantum processors, it

will help to narrow the gap between what QF-Net predicts and

what quantum processor delivers. With the innovations on

reducing the error rate of physic qbits, QF-Net will achieve

better results.

Methods

We are going to introduce QuantumFlow in this section. Neu-

ral computation and batch normalization are two key compo-

nents in a neural network, and we will present the design and

implementation of these two components in QF-Net, QF-FB,

QF-Circ, and QF-Map, respectively.
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Figure 6. QF-Net: (a) neural computation with four opera-

tions, R: converting a real number ranging from 0 to 1 to a

random variable, C: average sum of weighted inputs, A: non-

linear activation function; E: converting random variable to a

real number; (b) distributions of converted random variables;

(c) batch normalization with two sub-components: i) batch

adjustment, batch_adj, ii) individual adjustment, indiv_adj.

QF-Net

Figure 6 demonstrates two fundamental components in the

proposed quantum-friendly neural network QF-Net: (1) neural

computation in Figure 6(a); and batch normalization in Figure

6(c). We discuss the details of each component as follows.

An m-input neural computation component is illustrated in

6(a), where m input data I0, I1, · · · , Im−1 and m corresponding

weights w0,w1, · · · ,wm−1 are given. Input data Ii is a real

number ranging from 0 to 1, while weight wi is a {−1,+1}
binary number. Neural computation in QF-Net is composed

of 4 operations: i) R: this operation converts a real number

pk of input Ik to a two-point distributed random variable xk,

where P{xk =−1}= pk and P{xk =+1}= 1− pk, as shown

in 6(b). For example, we treat the input I0’s real value of p0

as the probability of x0 that outcomes −1 while q0 = 1− p0

as the probability that outcomes +1. ii) C: this operation

calculates y as the average sum of weighted inputs, where

the weighted input is the product of a converted input (say

xk) and its corresponding weight (i.e., wk). Since xk is a two-

point random variable, whose values are −1 and +1 and the

weights are binary values of −1 and +1, if wk =−1, wk · xk

will lead to the swap of probabilities P{xk =−1} and P{xk =
+1} in xk. iii) A: we consider the quadratic function as the

non-linear activation function in this work, and A operation

outputs y2 where y is a random variable. iv) E: this operation

converts the random variable y2 to 0-1 real number by taking

its expectation. It will be passed to batch normalization to be

further used as the input to the next layer.

Figure 6(c) illustrates the proposed batch normalization

(BN) component, where it takes the output of neural com-

putation as input. The BN component is composed of two

sub-components: batch adjustment (“batch_adj”) and individ-
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Figure 7. QF-FB: (a-b) distribution of random variable y and y2 in neural computation component of QF-Net; (c-e)

determination of parameters, t, θ , and γ , in batch normalization component of QF-Net.

ual adjustment (“indiv_adj”). Basically, batch_adj is proposed

to avoid data to be continuously shrunken to a small range (as

stated in Discussion section). This is achieved by normalizing

the probability mean of a batch of outputs to 0.5 at the training

phase, as shown in Figure 7(c)-(d). In the inference phase, the

output ẑ can be computed as follows:

ẑ = (1− z)× (sin2 θ

2
)+ z, i f t = 0

ẑ = z× (sin2 θ

2
), i f t = 1

(2)

After batch_adj, the outputs of all neurons are normalized

around 0.5. In order to increase the variety of different neu-

rons’ output for better classification, indiv_adj is proposed.

It contains a trainable parameter λ and a parameter γ (see

Figure 7(e)). Since different neurons have different values

of λ , the variation of outputs can be controlled by λ . In the

inference phase, its output z̃ can be calculated as follows.

z̃ = ẑ× (sin2 γ

2
) (3)

The determination of parameters t, θ , and γ is conducted in

the training phase, which will be introduced later in QF-FB.

QF-FB

QF-FB involves both forward propagation and backward prop-

agation. In forward propagation, all weights and parameters

are determined, and we can conduct neural computation and

batch normalization layer by layer. The neural computation

will compute y = ∑∀i{xi×wi}
m

and y2, where xi is a two-point

random variable, as shown in Figure 6(b). The distributions of

y and y2 are illustrated in Figure 7(a)-(b). It is straightforward

to get the expectation of y2 by using the distribution; however,

for m inputs, it involves 2m terms (e.g., ∏qi is one term), and

leads to the time complexity to be O(2m). To reduce the time

complexity, QF-FB takes advantage of independence of inputs

to calculate the expectation as follows:

E([∑∀i
wixi]

2) = E(∑∀i
[wixi]

2 +2×∑∀i ∑∀ j>i
[wixiw jx j])

= m+2×∑∀i ∑∀ j>i
E(wixi)×E(w jx j)

(4)

where E(∑∀i[wixi]
2) = m, since [wixi]

2 = 1 and there are m

inputs in total. The above formula derives the following algo-

rithm to conduct neural computation efficiently.

Algorithm 1: QF-FB: simulate neural computation

Input: (1) number of inputs m; (2) m probabilities 〈p0, · · · , pm−1〉;
(3) m weights 〈w0, · · · ,wm−1〉.

Output: expectation of y2

1. Expectation of random variable xi: ei = E(xi) = 1−2× pi;

2. Expectation of wi × xi: E(wi × xi) = wi × ei;

3. Sum of pair product sumpp = ∑∀i ∑∀ j>i{E(wi ×xi)×E(w j ×x j)};

4. Expectation of y2: E(y2) =
m+2×sumpp

m2 ;

5. Return E(y2);

In the above algorithm, computations in line 3 dominate

the time of the whole procedure, which is composed of two

loops with the size of m. Hence, the time complexity of the

above algorithm is O(m2). It successfully decreases the time

complexity from O(2m) to O(m2). Results in Table 1 show

that the proposed QF-FB is orders of magnitude faster than a

quantum simulation on classical computers.

The forward propagation for batch normalization can be

efficiently implemented based on the output of the neural

computation. A code snippet is given as follows.

Algorithm 2: QF-FB: simulate batch normalization

Input: (1) E(y2) from neural computation; (2) parameters t, θ , γ
determined by training procedure.

Output: normalized output z̃

1. Initialize z: z = E(y2);
2. Calculate ẑ according to Formula 2;

3. Calculate z̃ according to Formula 3;

4. Return z̃;

For the backward propagation, we need to determine

weights and parameters (e.g., θ in BN). The typically used

optimization method (e.g., stochastic gradient descent32) is ap-

plied to determine weights. In the following, we will discuss

the determination of BN parameters t, θ , γ .

The batch_adj sub-component involves two parameters,

t and θ . During the training phase, a batch of outputs are

generated for each neuron. Details are demonstrated in Figure

7(c)-(d) with 6 outputs. In terms of the mean of outputs in a

batch pmean, there are two possible cases: (1) pmean ≤ 0.5 and

(2) pmean > 0.5. For the first case, t is set to 0 and θ = 2×
arcsin(

√

0.5−pmean

1−pmean
) can be derived from Formula 2 by setting

ẑ to 0.5; similarly, for the second case, t is set to 1 and θ =
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2×arcsin(
√

0.5
pmean

). Kindly note that the training procedure

will be conducted in multiple iterations of batches. As with

the method for batch normalization in the conventional neural

network, we employ moving average to record parameters.

Let xi be the parameter of x (e.g., θ ) at the ith iteration, and

xcur be the value obtained in the current iteration. For xi, it can

be calculated as xi = m×xi−1+(1−m)×xcur, where m is the

momentum which is set to 0.1 by default in the experiments.

In forward propagation, the sub-module indiv_adj is almost

the same with batch_adj for t = 0; however, the determination

of its parameter γ is slightly different from θ for batch_adj.

As shown in Figure 7(e), the initial probability of ẑ after

batch_adj is pz. The basic idea of indiv_adj is to move ẑ by an

angle, γ . It will be conducted in three steps: (1) we move start

point at pz to point A with the probability of (pz/n+0.5)×λ ,

where n is the batch size and λ is a trainable variable; (2) we

obtain γ by moving point A to p = 0.5; (3) we finally move

solution at pz by the angle of γ to obtain the final result. By

replacing Pmean by (pz/n+0.5)×λ in batch_adj when t = 1,

we can calculate γ . For each batch, we calculate the mean of

γ , and we also employ the moving average to record γ .

QF-Circ
We now discuss the corresponding circuit design for compo-

nents in QF-Net. The quantum circuit of the neural compu-

tation in Figure 6(a) is illustrated in Figure 8(a); while the

design of different cases of batch normalization in Figure 6(b)

are illustrated in Figure 8(b)-(e). A detailed demonstration of

the equivalency between QF-Circ and QF-Net can be found

in the Supplementary Information.

For the neural computation (NC) circuit in Figure 8(a),

it is composed of m input (I) qbits, and k = log2m encod-

ing (E) qbits, and 1 output (O) qbit. In accordance with the

operations of QF-Net, the NC circuit is composed of three

parts. In the first part, the NC circuit applies m Y gates with

parameter θ = 2×arcsin(
√

pk) (details see the Supplemen-

tary Information) to initialize input qbit Ik in terms of the

input real value pk, such that the state of Ik is changed from

|0〉 to
√

qk|0〉+
√

pk|1〉. The initialized qbits represent the

random variables in Figure 6(b), where P{Ik = |1〉}= pk, and

P{Ik = |0〉} = qk. Other qbits, including encoding qbits Em

and output qbit O, are initialized as |0〉.
The second part in the NC circuit completes the average

sum of weighted inputs with a quadratic activation function,

which can be further divided into four steps. In step 1, the

NC circuit conducts dot product of inputs and weight on qbits

Ik and prepares to encode qbits in superposition. For input

qbits, we place a W component to perform the multiplication.

Specifically, for qbit Ik, a X gate is placed if and only if Wk =
−1; this will swap the amplitude/probability of Ik on states

|0〉 and |1〉. For all encoding qbits, we apply the Hadamard

(H) gate to make them enter superposition. In step 2, the NC

circuit realizes the m− k encoder (e.g., m = 4 and k = 2 is

a 4− 2 encoder). During the encoding, all terms in y and

y2’s distribution (see Figure 7(a)-(b)) will be generated. The

intuition is that the k qbits in encoder can have 2k = m states,

and we can encode m states into k qbits. Here, the input qbits

control the flip of sign for the amplitude of encoding qbits; the

controlled Z gates (solid dots) are placed to indicate |1〉, and in

encoding qbits the controlled not Z gates (circles) are placed

to indicate |0〉. For instance, the control gate from Im−1 is to

flip the sign of state |00...0〉 (all circles). In step 3, the H gates

on encoding qbits collect the results on states |I0I1 · · · Im−1〉⊗
|00 · · ·0〉. Finally, step 4 applies the control gate to extract the

amplitudes in states |I0I1 · · · Im−1〉⊗ |00 · · ·0〉 to qbit O.

After the second part of NC circuit, the expectation infor-

mation has already been integrated to output qbit O, whose

state is |O〉=
√

1−E(y2)|0〉+
√

E(y2)|1〉. The third part in

NC circuit is to measure qbit O to obtain the output real num-

ber E(y2). Kindly note that for a multi-layer QF-Net, there

is no need to have a measurement at interfaces, because the

converting operation R will initialize a qbit to the state exactly

the same with |O〉. In addition, the following presented batch

normalization circuit will also take |O〉 as input.

Now, we discuss the implementation of the batch normal-

ization in quantum circuits. In these circuits, three qbits are
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involved: (1) qbit I for input, which can be the output of qbit

O in NC circuit without measurement, or initialized using a Y

gate according to the measurement of qbit O in NC circuit; (2)

qbit P conveys the parameter, which is obtained via training

procedure, see details in QF-FB; (3) output qbits O, which can

be directly used for the next layer or be measured to convert

to a real number.

Figures 8(b)-(c) show the circuit design for two cases in

batch_adj. Since parameters in batch_adj are determined in

the inference phase, if t = 0, we will adopt the circuit in

Figure 8(b), otherwise, we adopt that in Figure 8(c). Then,

Figure 8(d) shows the circuit for indiv_adj. We can see that

circuit in Figures 8(c) and (d) are the same except the ini-

tialization of parameters, θ and γ . For circuit optimization,

we can merge the above two circuits into one by changing

the input parameters to g(θ ,γ), as shown in Figure 8(e). In

this circuit, z̃′ = z× sin2 g(θ ,γ)
2

, while for applying circuits

in Figures 8(c) and (d), we will have z̃ = z× sin2 θ
2
× sin2 γ

2
.

To guarantee the consistent function, we can derive that

g(θ ,γ) = 2×arcsin(sin θ
2
× sin

γ
2
).

QF-Map

QF-Map is an automatic tool to map QF-Net to the quantum

processor through two steps: network-to-circuit mapping and

virtual-to-physic mapping. Figure 9 illustrates an example

of mapping from QF-Net to QF-Circ. QF-Net in Figure 9(a)

is a neural network with 2 hidden layers, designed based on

neural computation (NC) and batch normalization (BN) sub-

components in Figure 6 for classical computers. In QF-Circ,

we notice that the results are stored in state |1〉 of the output

qbits for both NC and BN; while the initialization operation R

(using Y gate) is to encode the previous results to state |1〉. As

a result, NC and BN circuits in QF-Circ can directly take the

output qbit from the previous circuit without measurement as

input. As such, Figure 9(b) shows a corresponding network

to QF-Circ, where internal data type conversions in Figure

9(a) are removed. Of course, alternatively, BN can still take a

given real number (e.g., measured results from the previous

circuit) as input, but it would need a Y gate to initialize qbit I.

The network-to-circuit mapping from the network in Figure

9(b) to the quantum circuit QF-Circ is demonstrated in Figure

9(c). In QF-Circ, the outputs of the first hidden layer are

independent, and therefore 2 NC components in first hidden

layers are based on independent inputs, initialized with the

same Y gates. There is no such an independent requirement

for the outputs of the second layer, and therefore, 2 NC com-

ponents use the same inputs. In this example, we assume the

parameter t equals 0 in 2 BN components. Finally, the results

can be measured at O4 and O5.

After QF-Circ is generated, the final step is to map QF-

Circ to quantum processors, called virtual-to-physic mapping.

In this paper, we deploy QF-Circ to various IBM quantum

processors. Virtual-to-physic mapping in QF-Map has two

tasks: (1) select a suitable quantum processor backend, and (2)

map qbits in QF-Net to physic qbits in the selected backend.
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Figure 9. Network-to-circuit mapping in QF-Map: (a) QF-

Net with 2 hidden layers for classical computer where batch

normalization is applied in the first layer; (b) the correspond-

ing QF-Net without internal measurement (i.e., no data type

conversion); (c) QF-Circ mapped from QF-Netin (b).

For the first task, QF-Map will i) check the number of qbits

needed; ii) find the backend with the smallest number of

qbit to accommodate QF-Circ; iii) for the backends with the

same number of qbits, QF-Map will select a backend for the

minimum average error rate. The second task in QF-Map is

to map qbits in QF-Net to physic qbits. The mapping follows

two rules: (1) the qbit in QF-Net with more gates is mapped

to the physic qbit with a lower error rate; and (2) qbits in

QF-Net with connections are mapped to the physic qbits with

the smallest distance.
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Figures

Figure 1

QuantumFlow, an end-to-end co-design framework, provides a missing link between machine learning
and quantum circuit designs, which consists of: (a) four sub-components QF-Net, QF-FB, QF-Circ, QF-Map
that work collaboratively to design neural network and quantum implementations; (b) a data
representation of data sample (e.g., from the MNIST dataset) using random variables following a two-
point distribution; (c) a quantum-friendly neural network with batch normalization.

Figure 2



QF-Net achieves state-of-the-art accuracy in im- age classi�cations on sub-datasets of MNIST: {3,6}, {3,8},
{1,3,6}. We employ a neural network with two hidden layers, where the �rst hidden layer contains 4
neurons for {3,6}/{3,8} and 8 neurons for {1,3,6}; and the second hidden layer con- tains 2 neurons for
{3,6}/{3,8} and 3 neurons for {1,3,6}.

Figure 3

Output probability comparison on QF-FB(C), QF-FB(Q)-ideal assuming perfect qbits, QF-FB(Q)-noise ap-
plying noise model for “ibm_armonk” backend, and results of circuit design (“design 4”) in Figure 4(d) on
“ibm_armonk” backend on IBM quantum processor.



Figure 4

Evaluation of the quantum circuits for a two-input neural computation, where weights are {-1,+1}: (a)
design 1: original neural computation design; (b-d) three optimized designs (design 2-4), based on design
1; (e) the deviation of design 1-4 obtained from “ibm_velencia” backend IBM quantum processor, using
QF-FB(C) as golden results.



Figure 5

Results of a binary classi�cation case study on IBM quantum processor of “ibmq_essex” backend: (a)
binary classi�cation with two inputs “x” and “y”; (b) QF-Net with trained parameters; (c) QF-Circ derived
from the trained QF-Net; (d) the virtual-to-physic mapping obtained by QF-Map upon “ibmq_essex”
quantum processor; (e) QF-FB(C) achieves 100% accuracy; (f) QF-FB(Q) achieves 98% accuracy where 2
marked error cases having probability deviation within 0.6% ; (g) results on “ibmq_essex” using the
default mapping, achieving 68% accuracy; (h) results obtained by “ibmq_essex” with the mapping in (d),
achieving 82% accuracy; shots number in all tests is set as 8,192.



Figure 6

QF-Net: (a) neural computation with four opera- tions, R: converting a real number ranging from 0 to 1 to
a random variable, C: average sum of weighted inputs, A: non- linear activation function; E: converting
random variable to a real number; (b) distributions of converted random variables; (c) batch
normalization with two sub-components: i) batch adjustment, batch_adj, ii) individual adjustment,
indiv_adj.

Figure 7

QF-FB: (a-b) distribution of random variable y and y2 in neural computation component of QF-Net; (c-e)
determination of parameters, t, θ , and γ, in batch normalization component of QF-Net.



Figure 8

QF-Circ: (a) neural computation, quantum circuit designs of four operations; (b-e): batch normalization,
quantum circuit designs for different cases; (b) design of “batch_adj” for the case of t = 0; (c) design of
“batch_adj” for the case of t = 1; (d) design of “indiv_adj”; (e) optimized design for a speci�c case when t
= 1 in “batch_adj”.



Figure 9

Network-to-circuit mapping in QF-Map: (a) QF- Net with 2 hidden layers for classical computer where
batch normalization is applied in the �rst layer; (b) the correspond- ing QF-Net without internal
measurement (i.e., no data type conversion); (c) QF-Circ mapped from QF-Netin (b).
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